Leg Lock Set Up Danaher
Outside heel hook- outside of the body.
Control- single leg X or Ashi.
Breaking- heel hook or foot lock.
Opponents left leg comes over your right hip. There are 4 distinct steps or tasks to get through
before submission.
First thing is form a connection to your opponents hips and legs from the Ashi entry. Your top

left knee closes over his hip and you close your bottom leg around his hip with your top knee to
your bottom ankle. Your legs are wrapped around his hip. This is the ultimate control. Your top
left shoelaces tuck under his same side right hamstring to he can’t reverse heel hook you. If
your opponent moves backwards, you slide with him with his leg in the same position. He is
trapped. If he goes to roll, even with no hands you can control his trapped leg.

Next you have to expose your opponents heel. The basic entry Ashi is great for a connection,
but does little to expose your opponents heel and in fact, if you go to your right side, your left

heel is exposed. You have to switch to another form of Ashi by posting your right foot on the
mat, shift your hips and bring your right foot across your opponents center line of his body. This

will immediately expose your training partners heel. Start with a supinated grip, your right palm

is facing up on his same side heel. This wedges your training partners shoelaces tightly to your
hips. This is great for opening up your opponents heel but not good for controlling your
opponent’s movements. Your opponent can get up to his knees and put his free right foot on
your butt and push to escape his trapped left leg. Next Ashi is to make a triangle over your

partner’s far hip. Your left leg is over your right leg as your left shoe lace is tucked into his same
side right hip. If he continues to

roll, roll with him and point your right knee to the mat and this time he will be locked down.
As a result, you both turn over together and you make sure your left triangle leg is over the
midline of his body and on the far side of his left hip. This is still another form of Ashi.

Now you switch to the final Ashi, the outside Ashi where both your feet are on the outside of his
left hip and you are attacking the same side left heel. You are attacking the entire left side of his
body.
To finish the outside heel hook, your legs slowly crawl back to your butt, rise with your head
which creates a very strong rotational force going in 2 directions. Your elbow pushes on his toes
towards his butt and your wrists pull on his heel towards your own head.

